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speakers, to put slang in their mouths; if he is wise he will
make the least possible use of this resource ; and to interlard
the non-conversational parts of a book or article with slang,
quotation marks or no quotation marks, is as bad as inter-
larding with French. Foreign words and slang are, as spurious
ornaments, on the same level. The italics, but not the quota-
tion marks, in these examples are ours :
When the madness motif was being treated on the stage, Shakespeare
(as was the custom of his theatre) treated it 'for all it was 'worth \ care-
less of the boundaries between feigning and reality.—Times.
But even this situation 'peters out\ the wife being sent away with
her fate undecided, and the husband, represented as a * forcible-feeble*
person by the dramatist and as a feeble person, tout court, by the actor.
. . .—Times.
M. Baron the younger is amusing as the 'bounder9 Olivier.— Times.
Asking ourselves this question about Mr. Thurston's play, we find
that it has given us a ha'porth of pleasure to an intolerable deal of
boredom. With its primary postulate, ''steep* as it is, we will not
quarrel.—Times.
They will find no subtlety in it, no literary art, no profundity of feeling;
but they will assuredly find breadth, colour, and strength. It is a play
that hits you, as the children say, * bang in the eye'.—Times.
They derive no advantage from schemes of land settlement from which
the man who has broken the land in gets 'the boot\ the voter gets the
land, the Government gets the vote, and the London labour market gets
the risk.—Times.
The effect of using quotation marks with slang is merely to
convert a mental into a moral weakness. When they are not
used, we may mercifully assume that the writer does not know
the difference between slang and good English, and sins in
ignorance: when they are, he is telling us, I know it is
naughty, but then it is nice. Most of us would rather be
taken for knaves than for fools; and so the quotation marks
are usually there.
With this advice—never to use slang except in dialogue,
and there as little as may be—we might leave the subject,
except that the suggestion we have made about the unconscious
use of slang seems to require justifying. To justify it, we

